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The purpose in this time to be in a sense an anchor, an anchor for the development of
understanding of practical possibilities for attuning to the causes, the realities of life in a
supportive manner. Much of this purpose to be expressed through the daughter and her
work as will come. And this come particularly, understand this, come particularly
through the effectiveness of your ability to convey the distinction between that which is
real a and that which is founded upon belief, interpretation, distortion, manipulation and
that which is real. For you stand on the brink of a time when the importance of the
recognition of the real, the enlightenment of mankind is the only salvation for the race
and for the planet.
Then, there is a necessity for kindling a fire within you for the declaration, the pointing
out of the importance of recognizing that which is. Liberating those about you from the
tyranny of belief, the manipulation of one by another based upon assumption that
interpretation is so. The effectiveness of the work is largely dependent upon the ability
to successfully communicate that ability to distinguish that which is from the imposition
of beliefs, ideas, dogma and the interpretations of vested interests in manipulation upon
that which is recognizable and discernable as reality.
Now be careful both in the development of such ability and the teaching of it. Careful
that you do not impose upon anyone the suggestion of a dogmatic necessity to believe
that you teach. It is important that the message be understood that the belief is not
necessary, that the essence of that you shall give is the ability to be released from
necessities of belief.
So shall you be able to offer both healing, attunement with the Source of life, abilities to
communicate and relate in harmony. And if there seem here to be contradiction
suggesting that one must believe so that healing may occur or that one must believe to
be attuned to the Source, the Divine. Do understand that belief may well come through
experience and belief need be maintained only to the extent to which it is supported
through experience, or it found to serve the self. That is to say, one may very well
choose to believe knowing that choice is a choice, not a dogma, but a chosen belief that
serves the self. So might it be administrated to such a one that the belief has served
through the evidence in life and in experience, often even in health.
Then should this young one learn to discern, not to believe in, but to discover, to discern
the real from the interpretation and the false, the imposed values, then through that
clarity and through a natural passion, zeal, fire that is of her nature, will she be able
through her exceptional intelligence to relate, to teach to express a power as will be
influential on many.
Then the life purpose here is not only for the influence on this child, but rather for the
power that is given you. For there is power developed from the experience of being
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buffeted about as it were by belief systems. This life, the experience, the karma of this
time has produced experiences of being buffeted about by the power, the prejudice of
beliefs and interpretations, and has developed within this one something of a strength of
standing against belief in an attempt to be responsive to urges, forces, power from
within. Oft times have confusions resulted. And there is opportunity, then, in this life to
experience the liberation from the prison, the tyranny of imposed dogma, doctrine,
interpretation, belief, the manipulation of consciousness of those about.
Then begin to establish the work based upon the simple observations of the reality of
the life-giving and life-supporting power of love. The destructive force, the imprisoning,
death-dealing force of fear, learn to demonstrate even with your hands, your heart, your
face, your eyes, your touch, the life-giving healing power of love and caring. Love in a
supportive, accepting sense. Not so much a maudlin, sentimental sense, for such
interpretation imposed upon love will distort its meaning, purpose and power.
Then let that supportive love be clear and direct, cutting, cutting as it were through the
beliefs that love is undiscerning, which is to say where there is a need to speak of the
disharmony and the personal responsibility for life and for healing, for relationships and
the expression of life, so might love given from you and through you for healing
purposes be very direct in its description of causal factors and the necessity of
accepting responsibility to rebuild in body, mind and life.
Therefore, are these set before you the opportunity through the considerable power that
you have manifested in body, mind and life, responsibility for channeling,
communicating that, directing it for healing purposes. And at the same time
responsibility for stating, communicating with that power focused, with directness,
clarity. Communicate that ability to discern reality. Be a channel for that teaching, for the
understanding, for the clarity of that teaching of the Master, "The truth shall make you
free."
For reality is expression of truth. Can those impositions of doctrine, dogma,
interpretation, manipulation, distortions of truth cause mankind to fail to recognize the
face of the Christ in those who live and express His Presence.
Now, let a part of your purpose be to develop that courage, directness, boldness of
manner of expression that stands tall and firm, unashamed and unafraid, speaking
clearly and addressing directly the issues about which you would speak, for there has
been within you an appreciation of a gentle manner, something often called an artistic
temperament. Gentle and gentlemanly in expression. And in the very effort to be gentle,
supportive and non-threatening, there has been somewhat within you the tempering of
the spirit of fire. And in the direction given here is not so much the emphasis upon fiery
communication, as upon that you might call "earth communication." Direct, clear, but
supported by the inner fire of passion, dedication, commitment realization of the living
fire of transformation.
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Then let it rekindle the power of your life, your expression, your joy of life, for you were
created, built to be a powerful being, but have too often surrendered that power to
another rather apologetically for the fear of over-powering others. Now, reclaim that, the
power of conviction, of standing firm, of dedication, of commitment, direction, clarity,
and carry with you those qualities so that you establish an anchor on that island, one in
particular which stands apart not as a group, but stand apart in such a manner that it is
known for its own sake, particularly one which is small.
Now, understand the affect a concentrated point populated and known in its own right
throughout the world. Might well be observed by you to have a power that such a
comparable area within a land mass is likely to have, except that it be a very populated,
developed, exploited. So that you might understand here power points, places given an
ability to attract attention to themselves without the necessity of exploitation,
overpopulation, or building you see. But expressing for its own self might be seen for
the power they hold surrounded as well by water and a link between great masses,
cultures and borrow from that power by the anchoring of your center of light and healing
there.
Now, develop about you in those three particular with whom you were a part in a very
ancient time. Anchor there a center of the Fellowship of this body, this family committed
to finding light within self. And do understand this commitment for this Fellowship, this
family will give to mankind the ability to discover truth from within the self without the
necessity of accepting interpretations of doctrine and dogma, without imposed
conditions of belief from without.
Your gift, the gift of this family to the world will be an ability to erase, to destroy, to tear
down those walls built between religion which are so effectively based upon doctrine,
dogma, interpretation and which commitments to eliminate one another from their
heaven, from their peace, from their gift by condemning the beliefs of one another.
Then where there are among you those who go out carrying light - do understand the
term light, for light is that which reveals. And what is the light that you would carry?
Some belief in some perhaps existent inner being which cannot be discerned, which
depends upon feeling, emotion, belief, commitment, dedication. Light is light. And light
reveals that which is. Light reveals what light is cast upon. Then use the light that is
within you, your natural living, loving ability to see what is, directly as it is. To place upon
it no implications, or meaning which would allow one to become greater and another
lesser. And beginning to see and accept that real as real, and interpretation as such
with acceptance of responsibility for that which I choose to believe, recognizing no right
to impose such beliefs on others.
So walls come tumbling down and those prejudiced priest unable to support the prisons,
the shackles of manipulation will find their towers of battle crumbling before you.
So, then, if this message of clarity, if this message of light will allow the natural light
within to shine through, illuminating the thoughts, values, the healing, the
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understanding, the abilities to communicate, the abilities of man to relate with man, and
so the light within one being recognized as one and the same as the light within
another. So will that light so shine that the separation form individual to individual will
lose importance, and those about you wherever they are will see rather than the
containers of light which are your bodies, will see the similarity, indeed, the sameness of
the light that is within you. And so will the prophecy be fulfilled that the Christ will have
returned and all men, everywhere, will see Him as in all places at once, for He will be
wherever mankind is. And a recognition of that One that is the Light manifest will be
greater than the recognition of the separation of body from body, container from
container, and the recognition of the light will be of more importance than noticing the
instrument, the implement of carrying the light to the earth. And so will life force, the
manifestation of life, the manner of expressing life on this planet be lifted to a new and
higher expression.
So then will death be finished. So then will fear be eliminated and no more seen having
no purpose, serving no need. So then will the plants, the animals, yes, and even the
rocks and hills communicate their consciousness with mankind with no separation, no
distinction. So will all express the joy of life and the Presence of the Christ in this place
in this time. So will the defenses of the other kingdoms be cast aside and the lion lie
down with the lamb, and prophecy fulfilled in this manner, the establishment of the new
Jerusalem.
Now this is the purpose and so has the keystone, the cornerstone, been given you that
you might carry it about the world, here and there, but with that anchor of support from
the place called home be a power point from which you will radiate these purposes to
the world.
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